Fasoo Data Radar
Find, Protect, Audit
Determine the location of unstructured data
Define sensitivity level of unstructured data
Restrict file access to unauthorized users
Trace how unstructured data is used
Optimize other security solutions
Eliminate unstructured data risk
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Unstructured data is everywhere. Users can create, edit,
move, delete files without proper authorization. Sensitive
information is often in forms of unstructured data and may
be stored in unauthorized and unsecured locations.
In order to enable organizations to gain insight into their
unstructured data and enforce appropriate policies, they
should first discover its location, volume, context;
determine sensitivity level of the data to classify and apply
adequate protection.
Fasoo Data Radar enables organizations to have visibility
into the location of sensitive data, allowing them to
remediate and enable controls. The solution can also
allow organizations to understand context around the
unstructured data, prioritize and protect it, remain
compliant, and avoid data breaches.
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Fasoo Data Radar is a data governance solution for discovering and classifying
the constantly changing set of unstructured data based on its association with
people and other characteristics, showing the data’s security vulnerability and
dynamically applying security policies on a continuous basis.

Fasoo Data Radar

The solution can scan files throughout the enterprise to find content that is
confidential or of high value. It can scan files located within folders and logical
drives on PCs – that is, it can scan files on file servers, cloud storage servers,
repositories, and anything else that can be mounted as a logical drive or shared
folder. The files that Fasoo Data Radar scans match templates which specify
criteria for confidential files to be classified and secured.
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Fasoo provides unstructured data security and enterprise content platforms that enable our
customers to protect, control, trace and analyze critical business information while enhancing
productivity. Fasoo has successfully retained our leadership in the unstructured data security
market by deploying enterprise-wide solutions for more than 1,500 organizations globally,
securing more than 2.7 million users. Fasoo is experiencing continuous improvement in its
global market position, based on our unique technology, ongoing R&D and strategic approach
to comprehensive product capabilities by extending our core security capabilities into
content-centric collaboration, behavioral analytics and information security consulting
services.
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